The Gift and Power of a
Mentor
The Gift of a Mentor can help you lay the foundation of
the future you want to create, and the Power of a
Mentor saves you the 10-15 year learning curve. Kim Bassett

This is a book dedicated to 2 of my mentors. Dale Brent Stephens and Joel
Bauer.
Thank you both or showing me what it means to be unstoppable!

What is a Mentor
The dictionary definition of a
Mentor is an experienced and
trusted adviser.
My definition is someone who
has done what you want to do
and allows you to get there with
the tools and systems that work
for you.
Mentors come in all different
shapes and sizes. Some show
up for a moment, a season or a
lifetime. The question is will you
listen, and if you do, will you
implement?

Dale Brent Stephens
March 26, 1939 – December 1, 2010
To my Father Dale Brent Stephens. You left me with
many gifts but these 5 Gifts, I believe is what made me
who I am today and gave me the strong foothold for my
foundation.
5 Lessons Learned from my Father Dale Brent Stephens

The Gift of Work
Ethic
I began working alongside my father at the age of
5. I would hand him TV tubes while he fixed other
peoples TV’s, radios, anything electronic. Why,
because he was a high school teacher, and he did
things on the side because he loved to serve others
and it provided more income for out family. HIs
entrepreneurial spirit expanded to other businesses
over the next 13 years and to his children.
It wasn't uncommon that we were with our father
on many projects. From helping to build our home,
working on cars, weeding almost an acre of garden,
just to name a few. I watched him work 3 jobs,
take care of 2.5 acres of beautiful yard and
garden. Grade stacks of papers. I would help him
with that too but don't tell his students
We were never allowed to quit even if a job took us
the entire day. I left home with many impressive
skills.

The Gift of Learning
My Dad had a masters degree in electronics and
education. He was a mathematician. He was the one who
brought computers into the school district before anyone knew
that they existed. He continued to grow and learn new
software and technologies over the years. He was a lifelong
learner and so am I.
One of the biggest lessons was watching how he served
others. His fulfillment came from watching his students. He
was so proud to see them excel and go on to do great things
in many companies that at the time were start ups and now
billion-dollar companies.

The Gift of Having
Fun
When we were little, we would wrestle, laugh and
play. Dad would bounce us on his knee like a
horse. Then put us up in the air with his feet. I
had forgotten how I would do the same thing with
my kids till I saw my sons doing it with my
grandchildren.
Working hard was just a fact of growing up but as
much as we worked hard Dad knew how to play
just as hard. Growing up in Washington State
there are mountains, rivers and lakes. All summer
when Dad wasn't working, we would waterski, fish
and camp.
Theses are some of my favorite memories and they
help remind me to play more.

The Gift of Family
Every summer we would go to Utah
where my father grew up because his
entire side of the family still lived there.
I got to experience aunts, uncles,
cousins, Second cousins and more.
When I was sick it was dad who I
remember taking me to the hospital and
caring for me.
Since we didn't live close to family, I
also learned the gift of choosing family
that are friends
Being grateful for the ones you have
and the ones you choose.

The Gift of being
Unstoppable
My dad taught me to troubleshoot
at a young age. I experienced
that there is always a way to fix
something or how to look at a
problem in a different way. He
never stopped till there was a
solution. Whenever I wanted to
quit, he was there to pick me up,
brush me off, and say try again. I
know this is where I got my
unstoppable spirit.

To my father….
Dad,
Although you passed away earlier than I
thought or would have liked, you got to see
me do many of the things you did.
You saw me be one of the only women
managers at Radio Shack on the west coast.
You saw me be an entrepreneur/business
owner.
You saw me be a fulltime substitute teacher
for 7 years. I still don’t know you did it over
30 years.
The one wish I had was for you to see me
start a business with Damon. He and I have
talked about that from time to time. I choose
to believe that you have been watching over
us.
Thank you for always letting me know how
proud you were of me and not just in business
but who I am. I will continue to pass on to
others these gifts and more just like you did. I
still miss you everyday! I love you!

Joel Bauer
The Mentor
Mentors….My
Mentor
5 of many lessons of
empowerment
The power of seeing in others
what they don’t always see in
themselves. Kim Bassett

The Power of Dreams
Dreams Come true if you have one. Joel Bauer

I met Joel in February of 2020. It was a time in my life that I
was looking to create my dream. A program to empower
people to get out of their way and stop living a life in survival,
so they can believe that they have a voice and a message to
be heard.
Little did I know that even though I worked the entire year
with Joel, in several intense workshops. I discovered my true
voice and purpose at his masterclass.
I know the power that dreams come true if you have one.

The Power of
Language
One of the things that drew me to Joel
was his power of language.
I was a self-proclaimed perfectionist. I
never really believed it, but I literally
about killed myself to live up to it.
When I heard Joel say there is no
perfection only progression. Inside I
was like YESS!!! I'm a progressionist!
When he speaks it is with power, heart
and intention. He has taught me how to
use language to present and close.
Joel has powerful techniques that he
models and wants his students to model
to save them the 10-20 year learning
curve.

The Power of
Systems
For a long time, I have been that person
who ran their life by the seat of her
pants.
Having 6 children, businesses, teaching
etc…For years my inner voice had been
crying. “You need systems!!”
What I do, love and want will never be
as good as it could or even fail without a
system.
Joel learned from his mentor that failure
is a result of not having a system.
Not only has it helped me, but I have
passed it on to others.
As a result, I take daily steps toward
building and refining systems thanks to
my Mentor.

The Power of 3
The number 3 as always been a favorite
number of mine and when Joel presented
it with words, I immediately knew the
power that it holds.
The 3 words that Joel uses are Present,
Persuade and Preserve. At first, I thought
oh that's easy, probably because Joel
makes it all seem easy. When I and others
began to get hung up on which 3 words to
use. He said “Just pick 3, you can always
change it.” “Just get functional!”
Everyone gets stuck and has things that
hold them back. Joel's words of functional
has allowed me to have 2 online shows
and moving forward with my program. You
know you have the right mentor when you
can hear them in your head.

The Power of Being in
the Moment for the
Moment
One of Joel's favorite sayings is “In the
moment for the moment.” When you
study with him you hear it all the time.
Recently I asked a community to tell me
one piece of advice they would give their
younger self. Joel responded with Be in
the moment for the moment. I have
pondered the impact of this statement
over the past year.
Joel talks about his family all the time
and how he spends time with them.
Recently I got to spend some time with
my older children, I took this to heart
and have made it a practice.
I know You will never regret being
present with those you love.

To Joel…..
This is a picture taken after the 2-day weekend
Mastery seminar in February of 2020.
In this moment my only wish was to attend master
class and I didn’t know how that could happen.
Before attending I had 5 mentors trying to piece
together what I needed.
Finding you this weekend, I left with hope and
knowing that I had found the mentor with all the tools
and techniques to move forward. Even if all I had was
your program, I knew I could do it. I got so much
more. You have the biggest heart, and you give and
give.
Not only did I get a whole year with you, pouring
your 40 years of sacrifice, sweat and experience into
your students. This empowered us so that we
wouldn’t be shut down inside, while our world outside
was shut down. I also attended master class.
I will take my 30 plus years left to continue to
progress and transfer my life work and legacy to
others.
I have all I need and more to implement. Including
the clarity and courage to leverage and launch what I
bring to the world.
My love and gratitude to you!
I'll honor you by showing it though my actions.

